Introduction {#s1}
============

Parkinson's disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease characterized by motor and non-motor disorders, such as bradykinesia, tremor, rigidity, olfactory loss, sleep, behavioral and cognitive impairment (Nalls et al., [@B53]). This heterogeneous disease involves dysfunctions in several circuits, including the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta, which has strong implications for the efficacy of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway (Alberico et al., [@B2]), the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the ventral tegmental area, which mostly affects the mesocortical pathway to the prefrontal cortex (Parker et al., [@B59]; Kim et al., [@B32]), and the degeneration of the cholinergic system, which helps explain the cognitive symptoms of patients with PD (Calabresi et al., [@B10]).

A well-known hypothesis in the timing literature is that temporal processing in the milliseconds to seconds range involves the basal ganglia and is modulated by the level of dopamine (Meck et al., [@B44]; Marinho et al., [@B41]). Supporting the role of the basal ganglia in timing processes, PD patients usually have severe deficits on various temporal tasks and with various temporal ranges (for a review, see Jones and Jahanshahi, [@B29]). However, the exact nature of timing problems in PD is still elusive. In a critical review of the literature on time perception, Coull and Nobre ([@B17]) fractionated temporal processing and timing tasks on the basis of whether the underlying mechanisms were explicitly or implicitly engaged. In explicit timing tasks, participants are instructed to attend to the duration of the stimulus, which is hence explicitly task-relevant. Conversely, in implicit timing tasks, no explicit instruction to process time is received, albeit timing is inherent in the task to be performed and usually affects behavior. The main goal of the present study is to delve further into the dissociation between explicit and implicit timing in PD.

The dopaminergic system has been associated with both the perception of time intervals in the supra-seconds range and the regulation of speed of a hypothesized internal clock, which is consistent with its effect on the rate of an internal pacemaker that varies between individuals leading to a "faster" clock for some and a "slower" clock for others (Coull et al., [@B15]). The involvement of the basal ganglia and the dopaminergic system in explicit timing would thus explain the deficit of PD participants in the most commonly used temporal tasks, such as finger-tapping (Artieda et al., [@B4]; Pastor et al., [@B62]; O'Boyle et al., [@B56]), time reproduction, time production, and time estimation tasks (Pastor et al., [@B61]; Lange et al., [@B36]; Perbal et al., [@B63]). However, some studies reported that the temporal deficit associated with PD might be explained by impairment of other cognitive processes, such as memory and attention, rather than by a real "clock problem" (Malapani et al., [@B40]; Koch et al., [@B33]). Moreover, most of the previous commonly used temporal tasks included a motor component that might have emphasized the observed temporal impairment (for a review, see Jones and Jahanshahi, [@B29]). Indeed, when the motor component was reduced by using a time bisection task, mixed results have been observed. In the time bisection task, participants are instructed to categorize the presented duration as being more similar to the short or to the long standard interval. Employing the time bisection task, for instance, Smith et al. ([@B67]) showed lower temporal abilities in PD participants compared to controls when using long (1--5 s) temporal intervals, but not when using short ones (100--500 ms). In the study by Merchant et al. ([@B48]), PD participants displayed higher temporal variability than their controls when presented with brief temporal intervals (350--1000 ms). Wearden et al. ([@B80]) found no evidence of temporal impairment in PD participants within the sub-second range (100--800 ms). Finally, Zhang et al. ([@B82]) showed temporal overestimation and higher variability in PD participants with respect to controls using auditory stimuli (330--750 ms). Overall, these mixed results may be explained by clinical (severity and/or medication state) and methodological differences between the studies such as the specific modality and temporal range used.

A classic example of implicit timing task is given by the foreperiod paradigm, in which participants have to respond to a target stimulus preceded by a warning signal (for reviews, see Niemi and Näätänen, [@B54]; Coull, [@B14]; Vallesi, [@B75]). The foreperiod is the time interval between warning and target. When one foreperiod only (e.g., either a short interval of 1000 ms or a long interval of 3000 ms) is presented during a block of trials, response times (RTs) are usually shorter for the blocks with the shorter foreperiod, a phenomenon dubbed the "fixed foreperiod effect" (e.g., Mattes and Ulrich, [@B42]; Vallesi et al., [@B77]). The fixed foreperiod effect has been explained in terms of better time estimation of short intervals relative to long intervals (see Gibbon, [@B21]), which in turn will lead to shorter RTs in the short foreperiod blocks (e.g., Bausenhart et al., [@B5]).

Unlike the fixed foreperiod paradigm, when shorter and longer foreperiods are randomly and equiprobably intermixed across trials, the pattern of results usually reverses with shorter RTs for the long foreperiod trials, a phenomenon known as the "variable foreperiod effect" (e.g., Niemi and Näätänen, [@B54]; Mento et al., [@B47]). A further phenomenon that emerges in the variable foreperiod paradigm concerns the "sequential effects". Sequential effects consist of a performance benefit when the current short foreperiod is preceded by another short rather than a longer foreperiod. Performance at the current long foreperiod is instead fast irrespective of whether the previous foreperiod has been shorter than or as long as the current one (e.g., Los and van den Heuvel, [@B38]; Steinborn et al., [@B70]; Capizzi et al., [@B11]; Mento, [@B45]).

Converging evidence from behavioral (Vallesi et al., [@B100], [@B76]), neuropsychological (Vallesi et al., [@B78]; Triviño et al., [@B72]), developmental (Vallesi and Shallice, [@B74]) and transcranial magnetic stimulation (Vallesi et al., [@B79]) studies suggest that dissociable processes may underlie foreperiod and sequential effects (but see Los et al., [@B39], for an alternative model). In particular, it seems that sequential effects are mediated by more automatic processes than those at the basis of the foreperiod effect. From a neural point of view, for instance, while the foreperiod effect has been shown to rely on the functioning of prefrontal structures related to executive processes, this is not the case for sequential effects. Such a neural dissociation has led to hypothesize that sequential effects probably rely upon more primitive brain areas that develop earlier as compared to prefrontal structures (Vallesi and Shallice, [@B74]; see also Mento and Tarantino, [@B46]). Among these sub-cortical regions, the basal ganglia might be a likely neural substrate for sequential effects. This expectation, however, was not fulfilled in the study by Triviño et al. ([@B72]), which showed normal sequential effects in participants with basal ganglia lesions. The authors attributed the null finding to the fact that their participants had suffered a unilateral stroke that mainly affected the striatum (putamen and caudate nucleus) while leaving intact the substantia nigra and the dopamine production (see also Triviño et al., [@B73]). Therefore, the administration of a variable foreperiod task to PD participants is critical to directly investigate the involvement of the basal ganglia in the generation of sequential effects.

As regards the foreperiod effect, early studies on PD hypothesized a reduction of the foreperiod effect for PD participants on the ground that such an effect should also depend on intact dopaminergic pathways (e.g., Zahn et al., [@B81]; Brown and Robbins, [@B8]). However, a reduced foreperiod effect in PD has not always been confirmed (e.g., Rafal et al., [@B65]). For instance, Jurkowski et al. ([@B31]) found that PD participants had a normal foreperiod effect in a reflexive (startle-eyeblink) task but not in a voluntary (hand-grip) one. Their conclusion was that interval processing associated with lower level reflexive behavior was intact in PD participants. Likewise, Lee et al. ([@B37]) tested phasic arousal and temporal preparation. Considerable benefit was indeed observed from the warning stimulus, however, the benefit was not greater for the controls than it was for PD participants.

As far as we know, only a few studies have directly compared the performance of PD participants and control participants in both explicit and implicit timing tasks within a single experimental session. Amongst these, de Hemptinne et al. ([@B18]) employed an oculomotor paradigm, which required anticipation of a salient target that moved along a circular path and reversed direction after a short (1200 ms) or long (2400 ms) forward path. The results showed that the explicit timing of target motion but not the implicit one was impaired in PD participants. Most germane to our study for the kind of tasks employed, Jones et al. ([@B30]) study used time production (30, 60 and 120 s) and time reproduction tasks (250, 500, 1000 and 2000 ms) as measures of explicit timing and warned and unwarned reaction time tasks (250, 500, 1000, 2000 ms fixed between blocks) as measures of implicit timing. In the case of time reproduction and warned and unwarned reaction time tasks, PD participants were as accurate as controls when requiring temporal processing within the 250--2000 ms range. Exploratory factor analysis also suggested that the time production task used mechanisms distinct from those employed in time reproduction and warned and unwarned reaction time tasks. The authors concluded that the integrity of the basal ganglia is necessary for producing time in the seconds range and that explicit and implicit timing are mediated by dissociable mechanisms.

Taken together, the previous studies investigating explicit and implicit timing in the same group of PD participants suggest that these two ways of processing time may be differently affected in PD. This is also supported by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies showing that explicit timing engages the basal ganglia, whereas implicit timing does not (Coull and Nobre, [@B17]). In the present study, we shall further investigate the performance of PD participants when tested with explicit and implicit timing tasks. We opted for a time bisection task to investigate explicit timing (Mioni et al., [@B50], [@B49]) and a foreperiod task to test implicit timing (Vallesi et al., [@B76]). The time bisection task has been extensively used to study temporal processing and, importantly, has been previously employed with PD participants because the motor component is limited (Mioni et al., [@B50], [@B49]). The foreperiod task was a simple detection task also with low motor demands, in which participants were required to respond to a target stimulus presented either after a fixed foreperiod or a variable one. The use of a variable foreperiod design allowed us to also analyze sequential effects in PD. In addition to explicit and implicit timing tasks, all participants performed neuropsychological tests that evaluated attention, working memory and executive functions, which are usually reduced in PD (Kudlicka et al., [@B35]).

To sum up, on the basis of prior studies (de Hemptinne et al., [@B18]; Jones and Jahanshahi, [@B29]), we expected a deficit of PD participants in the explicit timing task, but not in the implicit one, which would confirm the distinction between the two time processing in PD. Importantly, our work aimed to also shed new light into another implicit temporal phenomenon, namely, sequential effects, which so far have been neglected in the study of time processing in PD.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Participants {#s2-1}
------------

Twenty right-handed PD participants (11 males, 9 females) and 20 right-handed healthy controls (9 males, 11 females) matched for age (*t*~(38)~ = 0.45; *p* = 0.658; *d* = 0.14) and years of education (*t*~(38)~ = 0.11; *p* = 0.911; *d* = 0.03) were examined (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The sample size was based on previous literature about explicit and implicit temporal processing in PD participants (Jurkowski et al., [@B31]; Jones et al., [@B30]; Lee et al., [@B37]; Mioni et al., [@B50], [@B49]; Zhang et al., [@B82]). PD participants were recruited and tested at the Center for Neurocognitive Rehabilitation (CeRiN), Center for Mind/Brain Sciences (CIMec), University of Trento (Italy). Control participants were volunteers from the local community (Trento, Italy). All participants received the PD diagnosis (Diagnosis and Treatment of Parkinson's disease: Italian Guidelines. Health Care Institute and Italian League for Parkinson's disease, Extrapyramidal Syndrome and Dementia, 2015) by a movement disorders neurologist. All participants were assessed when in "on" medication. The motor involvement of participants was mild, according to the score of the Unified Parkinson's disease Rating Scale (UPDRS; Movement Disorder Society Task Force on Rating Scales for Parkinson's Disease, [@B52]) Part III (medium score: 17/108 point) and Hohen & Yahr Scale (score ≤ 3; Goetz et al., [@B24]).

###### 

Descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) for controls and Parkinson's disease (PD) participants; *t* and *d* values are also reported.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                         Controls *n* = 20\   PD participants *n* = 20\   *t*      *d*
                         M (*SD*)             M (*SD*)                             
  ---------------------- -------------------- --------------------------- -------- ------
  Age                    69.90 (9.85)         68.60 (8.51)                0.45     0.14

  Education (years)      9.80 (4.45)          9.95 (3.94)                 0.11     0.03

  MMSE                   29.05 (0.77)         27.73 (1.63)                3.18\*   1.03

  Digit Span forward     5.52 (0.90)          5.65 (0.81)                 0.45     0.15

  Digit Span backward    4.21 (1.31)          4.05 (1.19)                 0.40     0.12

  TMT Part A (sec)       46.84 (23.67)        60.40 (25.24)               1.73     0.58

  TMT Part B (sec)       124.42 (53.66)       185.23 (84.93)              2.60\*   0.86

  TMT B--A (sec)         77.58 (47.42)        128.35 (68.78)              2.60\*   0.87

  Attentional matrices   52.47 (6.00)         44.05 (8.24)                3.63\*   1.17

  Semantic fluency       41.00 (9.67)         36.70 (11.49)               1.26     0.40

  Phonemic fluency       36.63 (7.90)         33.80 (15.68)               0.71     0.23

  CPM                    31.63 (3.16)         28.30 (5.60)                2.27\*   0.73

  MCST categories        5.00 (1.29)          4.61 (1.64)                 0.80     0.26

  MCST errors            5.58 (4.83)          4.11 (4.74)                 0.93     0.35

  CDT                    11.00 (1.63)         11.10 (1.77)                0.18     0.06
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Note: MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination; TMT, Trial Making Test; CPM, Colored Raven's Progressive Matrices; MCST, Modified Card Sorting Test; CDT, Clock Drawing Test. \**p* \< 0.05*.

The exclusion criteria included: dementia or severe cognitive impairment (Dubois et al., [@B19]), medications (apart from PD treatments) known to interfere with cognitive functioning, history of neurosurgery or brain injury, psychiatric disorders, or any condition (e.g., drowsiness) that would interfere with testing. Participants recruited obtained at least a score equal to or greater than 24/30 at the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein et al., [@B20]). All participants performed an extensive neuropsychological evaluation to investigate their cognitive abilities (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

Materials {#s2-2}
---------

### Explicit Timing: Time Bisection Task {#s2-2-1}

The experimental session started with the learning phase in which each participant memorized two standard durations: 400 ms (short standard) and 1600 ms (long standard; Mioni et al., [@B50]; Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The stimulus used was a dark gray circle on a white background. Both standard durations were presented 10 times in a fixed presentation order. After the learning phase, participants were required to judge the duration of new intervals and determine if they appeared more similar in duration to the short standard or long standard. Seven comparison durations were used: 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400 and 1600 ms. Participants performed four blocks and within each block each duration was presented 10 times in a random order. They were asked to respond with their left and right index fingers and response keys were counterbalanced between participants. After each response, there was a 1000-ms inter-trial interval.

![**(A)** Experimental procedure representing the time bisection task. ITI stands for Inter-Trial Interval **(B)** Experimental procedure representing the foreperiod task.](fnhum-12-00017-g0001){#F1}

### Implicit Timing: Foreperiod Task {#s2-2-2}

The foreperiod paradigm was a shortened version of the task used in Vallesi et [@B76] ([@B76]; Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Each trial started with the presentation of a "XX" (2 cm × 2 cm), which was displayed in the center of the screen simultaneously with an auditory warning signal (a 1500 Hz pure tone) played for 50 ms via laptop internal speakers. The sound intensity was set at a comfortable level for all the participants. The "XX" remained on the screen for either 1000 or 3000 ms, depending on the foreperiod for that trial. The target was a downward-pointing white arrow (with maximum length and width of 2 cm) fitted in a black square, which appeared once the foreperiod duration elapsed. Participants were instructed to respond to it by pressing the spacebar as quickly as possible. Following the response to the target, or after 2000 ms in case of a missed response, the next trial began.

The foreperiod task comprised three types of blocks: fixed-short (1000 ms), fixed-long (3000 ms) and variable (1000 or 3000 ms), which were presented in a counterbalanced order across participants. In total, there were two fixed blocks of 30 trials each (i.e., one block for the short foreperiod and one block for the long foreperiod) and two blocks of 30 trials each for the variable foreperiod. In the variable foreperiod blocks only, the current foreperiod could be preceded with the same probability either by a short or long foreperiod. An initial training phase with four trials was used before each type of block to ensure that participants correctly understood task instructions.

### Neuropsychological Assessment {#s2-2-3}

A complete neuropsychological evaluation was conducted[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}. Specifically, to assess attention we used the *Digit Span forward and backward* tests (Mondini et al., [@B51]), the *Trail Making Test* (TMT; Giovagnoli et al., [@B23]), and the *Attentional Matrices test* (Spinnler and Tognoni, [@B69]). To assess executive functions we used the *Semantic Fluency test* (Novelli et al., [@B55]), the *Phonemic Fluency test* (Carlesimo et al., [@B12]) and the *Modified Card Sorting Test* (MCST, Caffarra et al., [@B9]). Finally, to evaluate general cognitive abilities we used the *Colored Progressive Matrices* (CPM; Carlesimo et al., [@B12]) and the *Clock Drawing Test* (CDT; Mondini et al., [@B51]).

Procedure {#s2-3}
---------

Controls were tested in their own home in the area of Trento (Italy), whereas PD participants were tested at CeRiN, Trento (Italy). During the tasks, participants were seated at a distance of approximately 60 cm in front of a 15-inch PC monitor screen. E-Prime^®^2.0 (Schneider et al., [@B66]) was used to program and run the experiments. PD participants were tested during one experimental session that lasted approximately 60 min. Neuropsychological information of PD participants was collected from clinical records. Controls were tested in two separate experimental sessions lasting approximately 60 min each for completion of the neuropsychological assessment and experimental tasks, respectively. Written informed consent was collected from all the participants and the study was conducted in accordance with Helsinki Declaration (59th WMA General Assembly, Seoul, 2008). The study was approved by the ethic committee of the Department of General Psychology and the CeRiN---CIMec ethical committee.

Statistical Analyses {#s2-4}
--------------------

For the time bisection task, for each participant a 7-point psychometric function was traced, plotting the seven comparison intervals on the x-axis and the probability of responding "long" on the y-axis. The cumulative normal function was fitted to the resulting curves. We calculated two indices, one that defines the perceived duration and one for sensitivity. The first was the Point of Subjective Equality (PSE), that is, the stimulus duration at which participants responded "short" or "long" with equal frequency. An observed shift of the bisection point can be interpreted as an indicator of differences in perceived duration, with smaller bisection point values meaning longer perceived durations. The second dependent variable was the Weber ratio (WR), which is based on one standard deviation (SD) on the psychometric function. The WR is the SD divided by the midpoint duration used in the experiment. This is a measure of temporal sensitivity; smaller values indicate more sensitive timing (Mioni et al., [@B50]). Separate *t*-tests were conducted on PSE and WR and we estimated effect size with Cohen's *d*. One PD participant was excluded from the analyses because above 3 *SD* from their individual task mean condition. Therefore, for the time bisection task, the analyses were conducted on 39 participants (19 PD participants and 20 controls).

For the foreperiod task, data from practice trials, the first trial in each block, trials with premature responses (i.e., responses before target onset, 5.02% of the remaining trials for PD and 3.87% for controls), trials with RT below 150 ms (0.43% of the remaining trials for PD and 0.79% for controls) and trials without responses (0.64% of the remaining trials for PD and 0% for controls) were rejected from the analysis. Additionally, for each participant, trials with an RT above 3 *SD* from their individual task mean condition were treated as outliers and discarded from the RT analysis (1.45% of the remaining trials for PD and 1.8% for controls).

Mean RTs for each participant and condition were analyzed through a three-way mixed factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) with *Group* (PD, controls) as a between-subjects factor, and *Type of block* (fixed, variable) and *Foreperiod* (1000 ms, 3000 ms) as within-subjects factors. Sequential effects were analyzed on the variable foreperiod trials only with a three-way mixed factorial ANOVA involving *Group* (PD, controls) as a between-subjects factor and *Foreperiod of the previous trial* (1000 ms, 3000 ms) and *Foreperiod of the current trial* (1000 ms, 3000 ms) as within-subject factors. One PD patient and one participant from the control group were excluded as they had less than 50% of correct trials in some task conditions. Moreover, two PD participants and one participant from the control group did not complete the task. Therefore, for the foreperiod task, the analyses were conducted on 35 participants (17 PD participants and 18 controls). All significant effects were followed by two-tailed paired *t*-tests and the effect size was estimated either with partial eta squared ($\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$) or Cohen's *d*.

Separate *t*-tests were conducted on neuropsychological tasks between PD participants and controls.

Results {#s3}
=======

Explicit Timing: Time Bisection Task {#s3-1}
------------------------------------

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} represents the probability of "long" responses, for each comparison interval in PD participants and controls.

![Psychometric function indicating the probability of "long" responses, for each comparison interval in Parkinson's disease (PD) participants and controls.](fnhum-12-00017-g0002){#F2}

When data were analyzed in term of PSE, a significant main effect of *Group* (*t*~(37)~ = 2.32, *p* = 0.026, Cohen's *d* = 0.74) was found (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}); the PD participants' PSE was shifted through the right indicating shorter perceived durations (PD participants PSE = 956, *SD* = 123; controls PSE = 863, *SD* = 126). When data were analyzed in term of WR, a significant main effect of *Group* (*t*~(37)~ = 2.03, *p* = 0.049, Cohen's *d* = 0.64) was also found (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}); the PD participants' WR was higher than the controls' one, indicating lower temporal sensitivity (PD participants WR = 0.33, *SD* = 0.23; controls WR = 0.22, *SD* = 0.07).

![**(A)** Point of subjective equality (PSE) and **(B)** Weber Ratio (WR) of the time bisection task as a function of groups. Each dot represents a single participant.](fnhum-12-00017-g0003){#F3}

Implicit Timing: Foreperiod Task {#s3-2}
--------------------------------

### Foreperiod Effects {#s3-2-1}

The significant main effect of *Group* (*F*~(1,33)~ = 16.9, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.33), showed that PD participants were slower than their controls (mean RT: 467 and 344 ms, respectively). The significant *Type of block* (*F*~(1,33)~ = 9.2, *p* = 0.005, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.21), and *Foreperiod* (*F*~(1,33)~ = 38.6, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.53) main effects revealed faster responses in the fixed foreperiod paradigm compared to the variable one, and in the long foreperiod compared to the short foreperiod, respectively. Further, there was a significant interaction between *Type of block* and *Foreperiod* factors (*F*~(1,33)~ = 36.7, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.52). This interaction was explained by the fact that participants were faster after the long foreperiod compared to the short foreperiod in the variable foreperiod paradigm (*t*~(34)~ *=* 8.97, *p* \< 0.001, Cohen's *d* = 1.56), while there was no difference between the two foreperiods in the fixed paradigm (*t*~(34)~ *=* 1.1, *p* = 0.27, Cohen's *d* = 0.19). Hence, this result reflects the presence of the typical variable foreperiod effect and the absence of the fixed foreperiod one. Inspection of the data (see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) also showed that participants were faster at the short foreperiod when it was kept fixed across the block as compared to when it was intermixed across trials with the long foreperiod (*t*~(34)~ *=* 5.67, *p* \< 0.001, Cohen's *d* = 0.98). By contrast, participants were equally fast at the long foreperiod in both Types of blocks (*t*~(34)~ *=* 1.09, *p =* 0.28, Cohen's *d* = 0.20). There were no significant interactions involving *Group* (all *p*s \> 0.40). Please note that results remained the same even after logarithmic transformation of raw RT data, which controls for the difference in speed between the two groups (e.g., Ben-David et al., [@B6]).

![Mean reaction time (RT) plotted as a function of Type of Block (fixed, variable) and Foreperiod (short, long) in the Control group and PD group. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.](fnhum-12-00017-g0004){#F4}

### Sequential Effects {#s3-2-2}

The analysis on the sequential effects showed significant main effects of the *Foreperiod of the previous trial* (*F*~(1,33)~ = 17.04, *p* = 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.34) and *Foreperiod of the current trial* (*F*~(1,33)~ = 64.66, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.66), which were further explained by a significant interaction involving these two factors (*F*~(1,33)~ = 24.56, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.42). This interaction reflected the typical pattern of asymmetrical sequential effects, that is, faster responses for the current short foreperiod when it was preceded by another short rather than long foreperiod (*t*~(34)~ *=* 5.15, *p* \< 0.001, Cohen's *d* = 0.87), while equally fast responses were observed for the current long foreperiod irrespective of the type of foreperiod occurring in the previous trial (*t*~(34)~ = 0.05, *p* = 0.95, Cohen's *d* = 0.009). Apart from a significant *Group* main effect (*F*~(1,33)~ = 17.26, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.34), the interactions involving the group factor were not significant (all *p*s \> 0.14; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). As for the analysis on the foreperiod effects, all the results concerning sequential effects were replicated using log-transformed RT data.

![Mean reaction time (RT) plotted as a function of Previous Foreperiod (previous-short, previous-long) and Current Foreperiod (short, long) in the Control group and PD group. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.](fnhum-12-00017-g0005){#F5}

### Neuropsychological Evaluation {#s3-2-3}

*T*-test analyses were conducted to test performance on neuropsychological tests in PD participants and controls (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Significant differences were observed between groups on TMT part-B (*p* = 0.050) and TMT B--A (*p* = 0.014), attentional matrices (*p* = 0.001) and CPM (*p* = 0.029) indicating that PD participants had lower attentional, visual search and non-verbal intelligence. No differences between groups were observed on the other measures (all *p*s \> 0.05).

Exploratory Pearson correlational analyses were conducted between performance on the neuropsychological tasks and performance on the timing tasks separately for PD participants and controls. As measure of explicit timing we used the PSE, whereas for implicit timing we calculated a variable foreperiod effect index (short foreperiod minus long foreperiod RTs) and a sequential effects index (previous long minus previous short foreperiod RTs for current short foreperiod trials; for similar measures, see Triviño et al., [@B71], [@B73]). Previous studies have suggested an involvement of attention, working memory and executive functions in explicit timing (Perbal et al., [@B63]; Aarsland et al., [@B1]; Parker et al., [@B57]). Despite the small sample size prevents us from drawing clear conclusions regarding the relationship between cognitive functions and processing of explicit and implicit time, the following correlations emerged. Briefly, within the control group, negative correlations were observed between explicit timing and MMSE (*r* = −0.563, *p* = 0.012) and Semantic fluency (*r* = −0.525, *p* = 0.021) suggesting that participants with a lower MMSE score and a lower score at semantic fluency underestimated more in the explicit timing task (see Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). No significant correlations were observed between implicit timing and any of the measures included in the neuropsychological evaluation (all *r* ≤ 0.23, all *p* ≥ 0.05). Within the PD group, a negative correlation was observed between explicit timing and Digit span forwards (*r* = −0.471, *p* = 0.042) suggesting that PD participants who had lower span underestimated time intervals in explicit timing tasks. Moreover, a negative correlation was observed in the implicit timing between the sequential effects index and CPM (*r* = −0.526, *p* = 0.030) indicating that PD participants who scored higher on the CPM test had smaller sequential effects (see Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Graphical representation of the Pearson's correlational analyses conducted between **(A)** PSE and Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) and **(B)** PSE and Semantic fluency in the control group.](fnhum-12-00017-g0006){#F6}

![Graphical representation of the correlational analyses conducted between **(A)** PSE and Digit Span forwards and **(B)** between Sequential Effects Index and Color Progressive Matrix (CPM) in PD participants.](fnhum-12-00017-g0007){#F7}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

While there have been several studies investigating either explicit or implicit timing in PD, to our knowledge, only few of them have compared both explicit and implicit processes within a single experimental session (Jones et al., [@B30]; de Hemptinne et al., [@B18]). Overall, our results showed that impaired processing of explicit timing in PD could occur in the presence of spared implicit timing.

Specifically, regarding *explicit timing*, our results are in line with some previous studies (Smith et al., [@B67]; Mioni et al., [@B50], [@B49]) showing higher PSE and higher WR in PD participants than in controls, indicating temporal under-estimation and lower temporal sensitivity in PD participants as compared to controls. Differently, Wearden et al. ([@B80]) found no evidence of temporal impairment in PD participants within the sub-second range (100--800 ms) regardless of whether they were tested "on" or "off" medication. Moreover, Merchant et al. ([@B48]) only reported higher temporal variability in PD participants compared to controls when tested with brief temporal intervals (350--1000 ms) but no differences in the perceived duration. These results occurred just when PD participants were tested "off" medication.

Some methodological differences might explain the different results with respect to our study. Merchant et al. ([@B48]) and Wearden et al. ([@B80]) used auditory stimuli and the superiority of audition over vision for temporal processing is well known. Sensitivity to time is much higher (lower threshold, or less variability) when intervals are marked by auditory rather than by visual signals (for a review, see Grondin, [@B26]). The underestimation observed in Smith et al. ([@B67]) was restricted to long temporal intervals (1--5 s) while participants equally judged short temporal intervals (100--500 ms). Clinical characteristics were similar in Smith's study and ours and in both studies PD participants were tested "on" medication. Moreover, we used visually filled intervals whereas Smith's study included visually empty intervals. Previous studies showed that for brief temporal intervals (\<300 ms), time discrimination was better with empty intervals in both visual and auditory modalities (Grondin, [@B25]). It is, then, possible that both PD and controls benefited from the presentation of empty intervals. The two studies reported by Mioni et al. ([@B50], [@B49]) showed under-estimation in PD participants with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) indicating that part of the temporal impairment observed in PD participants was explained by reduced cognitive abilities. In the present study, we were not able to differentiate the sample on the basis of diagnosis of MCI.

More consistent across different studies are the results regarding the WR. Here we observed higher variability in PD participants compared to controls. Merchant et al. ([@B48]) also showed higher temporal variability in PD participants compared to controls when tested with brief temporal intervals (350--1000 ms), and Smith et al. ([@B67]) showed higher variability across modalities (visual vs. auditory) and temporal ranges (1--5 s). Higher temporal variability in PD participants is often observed on tasks requiring motor responses (Jones and Jahanshahi, [@B29]). Interestingly, here we used a timing task (time bisection) that has a minimal motor component (Kopec and Brody, [@B34]; Gil and Droit-Volet, [@B22]), and we analyzed temporal performance excluding measures of reaction times that might have been affected by PD participants' motor dysfunction (Jones and Jahanshahi, [@B29]).

Regarding *implicit timing*, participants with PD performed at the same level as controls in the variable foreperiod task, thus displaying the typical pattern of foreperiod and sequential effects. On the one hand, these findings are in line with previous observations that the variable foreperiod effect is generally preserved in PD (e.g., Bloxham et al., [@B7]; Jahanshahi et al., [@B28]), at least when using relatively short durations for the longest foreperiod (\~3 s; see Jurkowski et al., [@B31]). On the other hand, our findings extend previous research by also revealing unimpaired sequential effects in participants with PD. The presence of sequential effects in PD suggests that such effects are not related to dopamine-dependent neural mechanisms.

An unexpected result concerning implicit timing was the lack of the fixed foreperiod effect in both PD and control groups. In contrast to the literature showing a RT advantage on the fixed short blocks compared to the longest ones, here there was no difference between short and long blocks. It is interesting to note, however, that performance on short foreperiods significantly changed as a function of the task context (fixed vs. variable), although not as strongly to get the typical fixed foreperiod effect. This result thus suggests that there was still a difference in the processing of the short foreperiods between the fixed and variable foreperiod tasks.

Beyond PD, similar dissociations between explicit and implicit timing have been also documented in other types of participants and kinds of tasks. For instance, Bégel et al. ([@B103]) recently showed that individuals with "beat deafness", a congenital anomaly associated with difficulties in synchronizing to the beat, performed poorly on explicit rhythm but not on implicit rhythm tasks. Likewise, it has been shown that participants with right frontal damage have troubles in orienting attention to time intervals when they are cued by explicit information but not when using implicit rhythmic patterns (Triviño et al., [@B72], [@B71]). Further supporting the idea that explicit and implicit timing reflect distinct processes, it seems that the two follow distinct developmental trajectories being the explicit aspect more variable across age groups compared to the implicit one (e.g., Droit-Volet and Coull, [@B102]; but also see Mento and Tarantino, [@B46]). Finally, explicit and implicit timing have been related to distinct neural regions. Specifically, explicit timing is usually associated with the supplementary motor area, basal ganglia, cerebellum and right inferior frontal and parietal cortices (Coull and Nobre, [@B17]; Wiener et al., [@B101]). Implicit timing, when measured through the variable foreperiod effect, has been linked to the functioning of the right lateral prefrontal cortex (Arbula et al., [@B3]) and at least in one occurrence also of the left one (Triviño et al., [@B72]), whereas sequential effects have been related to the motor/premotor circuitry (Vallesi et al., [@B78]) and left subcortical structures (Triviño et al., [@B73]).

Taken together, our results add to the neural dissociation between explicit and implicit timing by demonstrating that accurate performance in the time bisection task, but not in the foreperiod task, depends on intact basal ganglia and dopaminergic functions. This is in line with several data from rodents showing that manipulation of dopamine in the substantia nigra changes the perception of time (Meck, [@B43]; Soares et al., [@B68]). It has been recently proposed that medial frontal dopamine, which can degenerate in PD (Parker et al., [@B59]; Kim et al., [@B32]), is also critical for accurate timing behavior in rodents (Parker et al., [@B60]). Interestingly, depletion of dopamine input from the ventral tegmental area to the medial prefrontal cortex disrupts the foreperiod effect of rats engaged in a simple reaction time task (Parker et al., [@B58]). This result is thus at odds with both our findings and others' ones showing a normal foreperiod effect in participants with PD (Bloxham et al., [@B7]; Jahanshahi et al., [@B28]). As suggested by the authors, however, it might be possible that only those patients with executive dysfunctions have impaired prefrontal dopamine regulation, which would explain the discrepancy between animal and human findings reported in the context of foreperiod tasks. Indeed, our participants with PD did not have a severe executive dysfunction as shown by the neuropsychological evaluation.

In keeping with the contribution of cognitive factors on temporal processing, despite the evidence of reduced cognitive abilities in PD, very few studies have identified cognitive dysfunction in temporal processing in PD participants (Jones and Jahanshahi, [@B29]). One interesting exception is Perbal et al. ([@B63]), who used time production and reproduction tasks as well as neuropsychological measures with PD participants and controls. Correlations conducted on the entire sample showed that participants with higher temporal variability in the time reproduction and time production tasks had lower short-term memory and working memory abilities. Among the studies that used similar explicit and implicit timing tasks, Mioni et al. ([@B50], [@B49]) showed greater under-estimation (higher PSE) and higher variability (WR) in PD participants with MCI, confirming that cognitive factors can influence performance on explicit time processing, which aligns with the documented cognitive deficits of this group (see also Merchant et al., [@B48], for different findings). The results obtained from the preliminary correlations conducted in our study are in line with previous findings indicating that participants with lower cognitive abilities produced a greater underestimation (in the explicit timing task). Only in PD participants negative correlations were observed in implicit timing between the sequential effects index and CPM, indicating that PD participants who scored higher on the CPM test had smaller sequential effects. According to this exploratory correlation, it seems that PD participants with greater cognitive abilities were less influenced by the foreperiod duration provided by the previous trial. This might imply more focus on the current trial temporal information and greater resistance to lower-level influences from previous trial durations. However, since the correlation for the implicit task represents a novel finding, caution has to be taken before drawing firm conclusions on the role of general cognitive abilities in the expression of sequential effects.

Among the limitations of the present study, it is important to acknowledge the quite small sample size and the difference in the temporal ranges used for the explicit and implicit timing tasks. Regarding the former point, our sample size is comparable to sample sizes used in previous work with PD participants (Jones and Jahanshahi, [@B29]). Moreover, the differences found between the two groups can still provide interesting insights into the understanding of the different processes underlying explicit and implicit timing. Regarding the latter point, it would be highly informative in future studies to match the durations between explicit and implicit timing. For the explicit part of our design, we opted for these range of durations (400--1600 ms) to reduce the use of counting strategies that are often engaged when longer intervals (\<1 s) are processed (Grondin, [@B27]). Conversely, for the implicit part, we decided to employ longer durations to take into account the motor deficit associated with PD participants (Jones and Jahanshahi, [@B29]). Despite these limitations, however, our work provides useful evidence on the dissociation between explicit and implicit timing in clinical populations. Future research should further explore such a dissociation by employing other measures of implicit and explicit timing with reduced motor component and by adopting the same temporal range in the two types of tasks.

To conclude, our results support the existence of two different processes underlying explicit and implicit timing in PD participants. Moreover, we extend previous studies in the field of implicit timing by providing the first experimental evidence of preserved sequential effects in PD.
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